Abstract. An approach to convey CAD quality-oriented strategies to beginning users to create bottom-up assemblies is described. The work builds on previous efforts in the area of single part history-based, feature-based parametric modeling evaluation by defining, testing, and validating a set of quality dimensions that can be applied to MCAD assembly assessment. The process of redefining and adapting dimension descriptors and achievement levels of parts rubrics to make them applicable to assemblies is addressed, then the results of two experimental studies designed to analyze the inter-rater reliability of this approach to assembly evaluation are reported. Results suggest the mechanism is reliable to provide an objective assessment of assembly models. Limitations for the formative selfevaluation of CAD assembly skills are also identified. Digital product quality is concerned with identifying, locating, and solving data integrity problems in a master CAD model [35] . These problems may affect the simplification, interoperability, and (to a certain extent) reusability of the models [51], [22] , [55] . In this paper, we focus on the master assembly model, its role in the overall quality of a digital product, and the Ignoring the high-semantic levels of CAD data quality can have negative impacts on model alteration and reusability, two fundamental benefits predicated by history-based, feature-based parametric CAD systems [5] . These aspects can, in turn, hinder the overall design reusability in the product development process by causing inefficiencies, errors, delays, and increasing cost [9] , [28] . In this context, the quality of the master CAD model, i.e. the one created in the native CAD modeler (typically, a parametric feature-based, solid modeling MCAD system), is crucial, as this model serves as the primary source from which all secondary models used in CAx applications derive.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing importance of digital product models as core elements of new product development processes has been consistently supported by advances in the area of CAD data quality. Standards such as ISO 10303-59 [26] or the "Strategic Automotive product data Standards Industry Group" (SASIG) Product Data Quality (PDQ) Guideline V2.1 [49] , for example, provide a set of basic criteria to ensure product data quality in diverse industrial settings. Other standards such as ASME Y14. 41-2012 [3] and ISO 16792:2015 [27] regulate digital product definition data practices, which are notably relevant in Model-Based Engineering environments [34] .
Digital product quality is concerned with identifying, locating, and solving data integrity problems in a master CAD model [35] . These problems may affect the simplification, interoperability, and (to a certain extent) reusability of the models [51] , [22] , [55] . In this paper, we focus on the master assembly model, its role in the overall quality of a digital product, and the significance of an effective assessment. Despite the extensive body of work in the field of Model Quality Testing (MQT) (summarized by Yang et al. [55] , and more recently by González-Lluch et al. [19] ) and the availability of commercial tools such as CADIQ, iCheck IT, and CT Core 3D Evolution, most MQT techniques and software mechanisms are limited to CAD quality errors of relatively low semantic level, i.e., they focus on the mathematical, geometric, and topological consistency and interoperability of CAD data. Many quality aspects of high-semantic level, e.g., those related to complexity, reusability, and the semantics associated to the modeling procedure such as design intent and design rationale considerations, have not received comparable attention [39] , [13] , [40] .
Ignoring the high-semantic levels of CAD data quality can have negative impacts on model alteration and reusability, two fundamental benefits predicated by history-based, feature-based parametric CAD systems [5] . These aspects can, in turn, hinder the overall design reusability in the product development process by causing inefficiencies, errors, delays, and increasing cost [9] , [28] . In this context, the quality of the master CAD model, i.e. the one created in the native CAD modeler (typically, a parametric feature-based, solid modeling MCAD system), is crucial, as this model serves as the primary source from which all secondary models used in CAx applications derive.
From an educational standpoint, CAD data quality (particularly at high-semantic levels) has major implications in training and student learning. Previous studies have shown that strategic knowledge (the ability of a user to identify proper procedures and select the most appropriate alternative to maximize the efficiency of a CAD tool) is essential to efficient CAD usage [5] . Some strategies have been suggested to teach this type of knowledge in an explicit manner [10] , [47] , [24] by providing interventions that actively encourage 3D CAD users to visualize, deconstruct, analyze, and cognitively assemble objects. As stated by Rynne and Gaughran [47] , the ultimate goal of these interventions is to facilitate the development of "a mental model of parametric modeling systems in which the syntactic knowledge of the specifics of a system is supported by semantic knowledge of the tools available for creating and manipulating geometry in any system."
In the domain of parametric solid modeling of parts, rubrics have been proven particularly effective for conveying and assessing high-semantic level quality criteria by way of good practices [14] . Furthermore, Company et al. [13] described an effective organization scheme of quality criteria in the form of rubrics that can used with parametric models of individual parts. The authors reported that rubrics with varying levels of detail are required to deliver the material at different phases along the CAD training period, a mechanism which we speculate can be equally effective when applied to assemblies. Nevertheless, the use of rubrics to assess assembly models and the interactions between its components, as well as the unique characteristics of assembly modeling techniques, remain relatively unexplored.
In this paper, we investigate the CAD quality dimensions of assembly models and study how these dimensions differ from those used in individual parts and how they must be organized, delivered, and assessed in order to successfully communicate high-semantic quality criteria in an explicit manner and from the early stages of instruction. The work builds on our previous studies on CAD quality assessment of single parametric models by providing a proactive approach to embed quality concepts for assembly modeling in the form of analytical rubrics that both communicate and evaluate CAD quality criteria. We present the results of two experiments in which the interrater reliability of our approach was evaluated as the agreement of assessment between instructors and between instructors and students.
RELATED WORK
Authors agree that most instructional strategies focus on declarative and procedural knowledge [11] but do not provide sufficient strategic knowledge or exposure to CAD quality concepts [5] , [40] .
Student feedback and evaluation are considered essential components of CAD instruction. Methods such as comparisons against a master CAD model, deviations from an agreed-upon "correct solution," and written descriptions addressing specific mistakes or inefficient modeling approaches are often used to assess the knowledge and skills acquired in CAD. Research suggests that feedback should be well-timed, non-graded, and treated as a natural part of the learning process, so students can incorporate best practices and understand the importance of design methods and standards when using CAD [32] , [42] . However, proper assessment of CAD models and assemblies is difficult and time-consuming, particularly in large classroom environments [8] . Some attempts to automate the assessment process have been reported. A review of common CAD assessment approaches is shown in Table 1 .
Year
Authors Solution Domain 2003 Baxter and Guerci [3] Automatic geometry assessment against a master model CAD models
2004 Shukur et al. [50] Computer-based assessment CAD drawings 2008 Covill et al. [16] Online demonstrations CAD models 2009 Fielke & Quinn [18] E-portfolios CAD models and drawing 2009 Paliokas [41] Video tutorials and recordings CAD models 2011 Menary et al. [36] Interviews and video-audio submissions CAD models and drawings 2012 Branoff et al. [7] Rubrics Feature-Based HistoryBased Parametric CAD models 2012 Sanna et al. [48] Automatic geometry assessment against a master model Polygonal models 2013 Devine & Laingen [17] Rubrics Design intent evaluation 2013 Irwin [25] Scaffolding techniques CAD models 2015 Company et al. [13] Adaptable rubrics and assertion maps
Feature-Based HistoryBased Parametric CAD models 2016 Kirstukas [31] Automatic assessment against a master model Solid CAD Models 2017 Ramos-Barbero et al. [43] Summaries of rules of design intent
Feature-Based HistoryBased Parametric CAD models Table 1 : Review of common CAD assessment approaches.
Baxter and Guerci developed a CAD assessment tool that compares geometric data from the student files to a master model provided by the instructor [4] . A similar approach was described by Kirstukas [31] , where a computer program evaluates the geometry and alterability of student solid models based on sketched profiles, constraints, and mass properties against a model provided by the instructor [31] . However, both approaches emphasize the geometric aspects of the model and hardly assess design intent and strategic knowledge.
Alternatively, other authors have proposed the use of assessment as an active component of the training process. For example, Irwin [25] used scaffolding techniques (mentoring students toward finding solutions while adjusting the amount of support provided) to emphasize the importance of parameters to drive design intent and allow for increased flexibility of design In the domain of CAD assessment, rubrics have been used successfully as an essential part of evaluation schemes to verify design intent [17] . Authors Company et al. [13] , [14] discussed an approach to describe and evaluate CAD quality criteria in parametric models in the form of analytical rubrics (rubrics that break down a task into its components, which are evaluated separately and then combined to produce the overall score). Their solution was implemented as an expand-contract approach and used to introduce novice CAD users to high-level quality-oriented strategies early in their instruction. In these rubrics, the students' CAD model is compared against quality dimensions (conveyed as competences), and measured through evidences, which are expressed as "assertions [13] ." Assertions maps are then conceived as visual representations of the rubrics where the different assertions of each rubric are displayed along one axis, while the evolution of each assertion throughout the syllabus is displayed along the other axis. This paper expands on previous research in the area of formative CAD rubrics for introducing CAD quality concepts at the early stages of instruction by providing a new assessment scheme for bottom-up assembly modeling tasks. The term bottom-up is an assembly modelling strategy were individual parts are first modelled independently and then inserted into an assembly, where constraints are used to position the parts and describe interactions between parts. CAD quality dimensions for parametric models were redefined to accommodate the specific characteristics of the assembly modeling process. To validate this approach and further develop the proposed scheme, results of two studies are presented where inter-rater reliability between experts, and between experts and novices, were analyzed.
CAD ASSEMBLY RUBRICS
Taking the previous study on rubrics for parametric solid models [13] as a starting point, an effort was expended to retain significant consistency between the parts and newly created assembly rubrics, but some variation exists between the two. Most notably, the descriptors and achievement levels for each criterion were reformulated to be more conducive to assemblies.
Descriptors can be understood as statements that communicate the desired state of each assessed aspect. Descriptors are defined by three primary characteristics: (1) they must correlate with a teachable result, (2) they must correlate with an unbiased and easily measurable result, and (3) they must not include other implicit descriptors. The use of ambiguous descriptors prevents homogeneous evaluation, while explicit descriptors are required for proper evaluation to occur.
Achievement levels reflect the amount of conformity for each assessed aspect. Ideally, simple cases can be dichotomously determined (ex. specific knowledge is demonstrated or absent), but it should be feasible to assess the level of compliance through a series of tiers that discretize a continuum. Likert Scales are useful and commonly used for this purpose [33] . Achievement levels can be defined by two characteristics: (1) they must use the same terms as the corresponding criteria and (2) the scale should be consistent throughout all achievement levels. © 2019 CAD Solutions, LLC, http://www.cad-journal.net All achievement levels are required to be organized in a manner such that they follow the same order throughout the rubric, either in increasing or decreasing order. These levels should be consistently described (using identical terms in the criterion), but must also be differentiated using appropriate qualifiers for each attribute. According to Rohrmann [46] , qualifiers can be described by frequency (never, rarely, sometimes, often, always, etc.), intensity (not at all, slightly, moderately, considerably, extremely, etc.), and probability (certainly not, unlikely, likely, certainly, etc.). Figure 1 illustrates a sample portion of the assembly rubric as utilized in the experiments, showing the intensity qualifiers that describe the performance levels of a quality dimension. Rubrics necessarily generate scores, because scoring is consubstantial to the rubric. Scores are the essential output of the rubric (their reason for being used at all). Defining the scoring process (ex. using formulas) is required to provide the aggregated score from the achievement levels. The scoring process can be improved by three characteristics:
CRITERION
• Dichotomous criterion is defined as when only two evaluations are reasonable: fail/pass. Ideally, the more dichotomous the scoring, the more unbiased the measurements will be, especially in situations with multiple assessors. Dichotomous criteria also provide more opportunities for automating the scoring process.
• Evaluation criteria can have varying levels of importance (ex. different weights for each criterion), which must be made explicit in the rubric.
• Go/No-Go criteria (when a failure in one criterion is so critical that it prevents analyzing other aspects of the subject's performance), may be used, but they must be explicitly identified, and included as such, in the descriptor. Go/No-Go criterion can also include a threshold parameter (Ex. After ten errors, the assigned grade becomes zero, regardless of satisfying other rubric criteria.)
A data quality dimension is defined as "a set of data quality attributes that represent a single aspect or construct of data quality [52] ." This paper establishes the dimensions of the CAD quality space (as applied to assembly modeling) which are used to train novice CAD users similarly to the quality-oriented training approach described by Company et al [13] in the context of single part modeling. The proposed dimensions are inspired by the properties of representation schemes suggested by Requicha [45] and by the research team's previous work in the area of CAD model assessment. Formal properties include: domain, validity, completeness, and uniqueness. Informal properties are conciseness, ease of creation, and efficacy in the context of applications. A review of © 2019 CAD Solutions, LLC, http://www.cad-journal.net recent literature further supports this selection of properties. For example, model efficiency was emphasized by Bhavnani et al. [5] as well as Rynne and Gaughran [47] who also defined attributes for robustness and design intent. Similarly, Amadori et al. [1] discussed the importance of flexibility and robustness in CAD models.
For the proposed assembly rubric, a classification system was developed with the following CAD modeling quality dimensions:
• An assembly is valid if it can be located, opened, and can be used with all parts accessible (established as a Go/No-Go criterion).
• An assembly is complete if it contains all and only the necessary components, they are correctly placed, and are free of unwarranted interferences.
• An assembly is consistent if the base part is correctly assigned, valid movement is allowed, while invalid movement is prevented.
• An assembly is concise if it is free of repetitive mating conditions, uses replication operations when germane, and relationships are free of unnecessary dependencies.
• An assembly is clear if all parts and mates are labeled and organized, and compatible mates are used.
• An assembly conveys design intent if the assembly tree (history tree) replicates the assembly process, sub-assemblies (if appropriate) have been utilized, and mating features have been used to mimic the actual assembly.
Detailed discussion of each rubric dimension follows, including recommendations for best practices.
Validity
The original intent for this dimension was to identify validity as a "Go/No-Go" switch, so that the assembly would fail assessment if all linked files could not be located or used. In practice, achievement levels were used to score validity, while the total score was influenced by the validity score. In this way, catastrophic validity failures result in a No-Go, while moderate validity failures reduce the final score, but do not prevent assessing the other rubric dimensions. This "soft" Go/NoGo is a recommended academic scoring alternative necessary to highlight critical failures, while avoiding unnecessary punitive scores (so that maximum partial credit could be awarded). Of course, industry use of these rubrics may not benefit from such allowance. This Go/No/Go approach was recently validated by Company et al. [15] in an academic setting. The authors concluded that Go/No-Go criteria must be explicitly identified and included as such in the descriptor. An assembly is considered valid if it can be retrieved, safely used, and all references are linked.
A file is easy to locate if consistent saving practices and file naming conventions are used. Verification could include ensuring that the file contains the labeled assembly and that each part file describes its contents. A file that can be successfully accessed should open in a neutral state (without operations in progress) and files should not be manipulated while in use.
As assembly can be safely used only if it is compatible with the CAD application of the receiver (including the software version). Items to consider include whether the file is in "read only" mode or if an exported file is in a compatible format. If an assembly contains errors, the user should troubleshoot or revert to an earlier version of the file that does not contain errors.
Linked files in assemblies are also required to be located and opened. Access to these parts is critical, otherwise the proper assembly will fail to be accessed. Good practices dictate that not only should these files be easily located, but that they should automatically open without searching, and that the assembly should not require rebuilding. Ideally, all assembly files should be placed in the same folder so that all files, including standard library parts, will be locally available. © 2019 CAD Solutions, LLC, http://www.cad-journal.net
Completeness
The completeness of a model refers to the inclusion of all the product aspects that are relevant for design purposes (i.e., they replicate the shape and size of the object) [13] . For single parts, completeness involves accurately defining the geometry and topology of the part by selecting the right set of geometric features and combining them properly. Similarly, an assembly can be considered complete if it includes all required components (parts and sub-assembly files), uses standard component files (library parts) when appropriate, and all components are correctly sized and placed.
A complete assembly must contain all necessary components. Good practices include visual inspection of the history tree to verify that all required components are provided, including multiple instances of an identical part, (see Figure 2 ). Using different colors for each component is a good strategy to detect the presence of all required files. Colors can be utilized to provide contrast between components, which is the best choice for inspection purposes, or to provide realistic material appearance for rendering and presentation purposes (See Figure 3 ). effort is required to create another fastener. Also, in such cases, the fastener would not automatically update should the hole be altered.
All parts should be correctly placed in the assembly framework. Use of views, display styles, sections, and transparency settings are helpful to inspect whether each component is in the correct location (see Figure 4 ). Some software packages even provide various tools which check for interference between components. Of course, interference detection needs to be personally verified (using acquired engineering experience), as some forms of interference may be required for design purposes (such as between simplified male and female threads).
Consistency
In the product design process, proper and reliable analysis can only be obtained using consistent models. Assembly models are the principal view of the digital representation of these products. Secondary views can be used for mock-up analysis and manufacturing, but the primary view must be consistent for this situation to be beneficial.
An assembly must be upright, centered, and symmetrically placed in order for it to interact with the specific environment during analysis. These conditions are also important when a subassembly must be placed and function within a larger assembly. Since the base part (or parts) behaves as a physical anchor for the assembly, and is frequently fixed, it must be linked to the global reference system (see Figure 5 ).
All components should be suitably mated to ensure proper placement, with attention given to removing only the degrees of freedom necessary to mimic actual mechanisms. The assembly must allow for valid motion, while simultaneously preventing invalid motion. Both requirements must be satisfied in order for proper analysis to occur (kinematic, structural, frequency, thermal, etc.). As an example, it would be unnecessary to fully constrain a washer ( Figure 6 ).
Conciseness
Concise assemblies do not contain repetitive or fragmented mating conditions. Mates are considered repetitive if they re-constrain the same degree of freedom. As an example, if a cylinder is presently concentric with a hole, it is redundant to add a coaxial mate between the features (see Figure 7 ).
Fragmented mates should also be avoided, as multiple simple mates are less efficient than one comprehensive one. As an example, the non-fragmented method to place a cylinder in a hole would be to mate the two contour circles (edges) as shown in Figure 8 .
As in most modeling situations, a balance is required in order to select the most advantageous mating scenario. Furthermore, using unnecessary mates is incorrect, but fragmenting complex Highly semantic assembly operations provide context between user intentions and the contents of computational assemblies. These operations provide important design information that assist those that did not create the model to analyze and manipulate the assemblies. Good practices include using pattern operations, when appropriate, to insert and link components that are arranged at regular intervals (linear, circular, and symmetry). Construction of long chains of mating relationships between components is discouraged, as unforeseen relationships may result, while also increasing calculation times as the software becomes more prone to round off errors. It is preferable to use a small subset of base parts and relate the remaining components directly. Indirect mating is not desirable, as the mating procedure becomes more difficult and prevents editing mates when rearranging the assembly during design exploration.
Clarity
Clarity is required of assemblies because they are design documents that are shared between stakeholders throughout the design and manufacturing processes. For effective communication to occur, the document (assembly) must be easily understood (preferably at the first viewing) so other members of the design team can efficiently use, navigate, and understand the structure of the document and how it was built.
For single parts, clarity can be achieved by implementing good practices such as including labeling modeling operations in the model tree to emphasize their function, instead of how they were built; grouping related modeling operations in the model tree to emphasize parent-child relationships, following proper conventions [13] . In the context of assembly modeling, communication is facilitated if the mating operations are intelligently labeled to indicate their function and grouped to emphasize their relationships. As a rule, the most compatible and standard mating operations are always desired. While mating operations are automatically labeled in the history tree (regardless of the software), the system only provides information about how the mates were created, not their function, which is significantly more important in the communication process. It is recommended that all mates be re-labeled to emphasize just what exactly is linked, not the type of link implemented (see Figure 9 ). Mating operations should be grouped according to the design criteria needed to increase communication. This process could be accomplished by grouping by parts (Figure 10 ) or degrees of freedom (Figure 11 ). While an optimum grouping procedure does not exist, it is more important to avoid clearly erroneous solutions. When deciding which mate to use, always select the simplest and most compatible choice. As an example, use a coincident mate rather than using zero distance. If possible, use high-level mates if they are standard or common. Agreements are required, as some mates may reduce the portability of the assembly when shared among a design team.
Design Intent
Design intent is the most difficult rubric dimension to assess, as it relies not only on the modeling procedure, but also on an intricate understanding of the design's function. In the context of parametric solid modeling of single parts, design intent addresses the proper planning of the model structure and the effects of changes in the model by altering one or more dimensional constraints. In assembly modeling, design intent refers to the proper planning and sequence of the assembly constraints and the behavior of the assembly structure when parts are modified, and the entire assembly model must be rebuilt. In this regard, the idea of design intent at the assembly level is closely related to design intent at the individual part level, as altering one part may have unintended consequences in the overall structure of the assembly (e.g., invalid assembly constraints, missing references, incorrect placements, etc.). In our paper, however, the effects of these interconnections between design intents of parts and the assemblies as well as unintentional effects that may occur when assembly components are modified in-context are not included in the proposed rubric.
Many design methodologies use assembly models to investigate design behavior. Assembly models convey design intent when they convey information that is useful for analyses. Four different aspects can be analyzed: (1) Assembly planning, when assembly sequence is paramount; (2) Assembly Process Design (APD), when functionalities are examined; (3) Design for Assembly (DFA), when affordances used to assemble and disassemble are analyzed; and (4) Varieties, which considers product families rather than isolated products.
Assembly planning is the process of creating a set of instructions used to mechanically assemble a product from a group of components. This assembly algorithm specifies the sequence of assembly, disassembly, and repair procedures. Sequencing is the most vital concept of assembly planning and must be reflected in the software's history tree in order to replicate the process. The history tree must be inspected to ensure that the assembly sequence accurately reflects authentic assembly procedures.
Best practices include sequencing the assembly components from main to auxiliary elements and that the disassembly process should be inferred by reversing the history tree (see Figure 12) . A realistic assembly sequence could result in unrealistic mates, so agreement between actual sequencing and reasonable mate linking is imperative (see Figure 13 ). Figure 13 : Example of realistic mating sequence causing unrealistic mating situation. Notice that the washer is inserted before the screw, but is linked to the screw, which was inserted afterward.
Component modules are useful to convey proper functionality, especially when they perform with minimal interaction with other components or sub-assemblies. These modules should be © 2019 CAD Solutions, LLC, http://www.cad-journal.net adequately labeled to reflect their purpose. Sub-assemblies can then be utilized to encapsulate these modules. Best practices suggest that mates within sub-assemblies provide for proper motion and therefore should be manipulated so they will behave as flexible mechanisms.
Design for Assembly (DFA) is a methodology in which components contain affordances (features on parts used to grasp, move, orient, and insert) which simplify the assembly process. DFA guidelines and best practices are particularly relevant to how the dimension of design intent can be implemented at the assembly level, as relationships between physical components can often be described by analogous constraints in the assembly model. In this regard, components which possess these mating features should exploit these affordances in the assembly process (e.g. a flap that fits into a groove). Assembly Process Design (APD) focuses on product functionality. Processbased approaches increase the flexibility of industrial assemblies but cannot be simulated with assembly modeling software. Product-based approaches standardize a majority of components, while providing variations for the remaining parts. Virtual components in the assembly model should be as easy to replace as the actual parts in the real-world assembly. In order to meet this requirement, the independence of replaceable parts should be increased.
To summarize, the assertions for assembly modeling are shown in Table 2 .
The assembly is valid (soft Go/No-Go criterion, which multiplies the overall score obtained by the rest of the rubric).
1.1
The file of the assembly can be located and opens in a neutral state.
1.1a
The file of the assembly has the expected contents (and name) and is in the expected place (folder or website).
1.1b
The file of the assembly can be re-opened after closing the current session (even on a different computer). 1.1c The file of the assembly opens in a neutral state (i.e. no operations in progress).
1.2
The assembly can be used.
1.2a
The assembly is compatible with the CAD program (and software version) used by the receiver. 1.2b The assembly is free of error messages.
1.3
All components (parts and sub-assemblies) linked to the assembly may be accessed, even when libraries are not available, or when software compatibility issues exist between versions. 1.3a All parts linked to the assembly can be accessed. 1.3b All sub-assemblies linked to the assembly can be accessed. 1.3c All library components linked to the assembly can be accessed. 2 The assembly is complete.
2.1
The assembly includes all and only the necessary components (parts, sub-assemblies, and library components). 2.1a The assembly includes all the components and their corresponding copies. 2.1b The assembly is free from surplus and alien components. The assembly is consistent.
3.1
The base component is correctly assigned and is well linked to the global reference system. © 2019 CAD Solutions, LLC, http://www.cad-journal.net
3.1a
The component selected as the base is suitable, as it acts as a support or a container and is preferably a fixed part (particularly if the assembly is a mechanism).
3.1b
The base component is correctly linked to the global reference system, as it is centered and maximizes symmetry 3.2 Assembly mate conditions allow valid movements while preventing undesired movements. 3.2a Assembly mates prevent invalid movement. 3.2b Assembly mates allow valid movement. 4 The assembly is concise.
4.1
The assembly is free from repetitive or fragmented mating conditions.
4.2
Replication operations (translate-and-repeat, rotate-and-repeat, and symmetry) are used whenever possible.
4.2a 3D patterns operations (translate-and-repeat, rotate-and-repeat) are used whenever possible. 4.2b Symmetry (if it exists) is used to define the assembly.
4.3
The parent/child relationships in the assembly tree are free of unnecessary dependencies. 5
The assembly is clear.
5.1
All components and mates are properly labeled and organized in folders.
5.1a
Components are labeled and grouped to emphasize their function, instead of how they were defined. 5.1b Mates are labeled to emphasize their function. 5.1c Related mates are grouped to emphasize parent/child relationships.
5.2
The assembly uses compatible and standard mates. 5.2a The most compatible mates are always used. 5.2b The most standard mates are always used. 6 The assembly conveys design intent 6. 1 The assembly tree replicates the assembly/disassembly process 6.1a The assembly sequence proceeds from main to auxiliary elements. 6.1b The assembly sequence reflects a realistic mounting sequence. 6.2 Sub-assemblies have been properly identified and efficiently used 6.2a Sub-assemblies encapsulate clearly perceived functions. 6.2b The mates of sub-assemblies provide for proper motion and have been made flexible.
6.3
Mating features provided as affordances to ease assembly, if any, are mostly used for mating.
6.3a
Mating features provided to grasp, move, orient, and insert the part, if any, have been identified.
6.3b
Mating features provided to grasp, move, orient, and insert the part, if any, are mostly used for mating. Table 2 : Assertions for assembly modeling.
Rating Scale
To accommodate the varying levels of importance, the dimensions were rated as follows: Valid: 0% (soft Go/No-Go criterion that multiplies the overall score obtained using the remaining rubric dimensions); Complete: 20%; Consistent: 30%; Concise: 20%; Clear: 15%; and Design Intent: 15%.
As stated previously, Validity was designated as Go/No-Go criteria, with this dimension (along with the concurrent sub-dimensions) engendering a total weight percentage of 0%. Completeness, worth 20% of the total score, was reflected by each of the three sub-dimensions equaling a weight of 6.67%. The two sub-dimensions of Consistency (worth 30%), was allotted 15% each. The three sub-dimensions of Conciseness (30% total) were valued at 6.67% each. Clarity (15% total)
While objective scoring is difficult to obtain, especially for those who are self-assessing, these performance level categories provide unambiguous scales to properly rate model quality. When assessing student performance, a preferred strategy involves moderate leniency when awarding scores, in order to build confidence in beginning CAD users. Instead of viewing a specific, small error as important enough to prevent awarding a top score, a proper assessment perspective could involve viewing individual instances of small faults as not important enough to prevent awarding a maximum rating.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Two experiments were conducted assessing student understanding of assembly rubrics using our custom software platform "Annota e-Rubrics" [12] . The experiments demonstrated stronger agreement between instructors than either instructor with the students, for all dimensions. Agreement between instructors and students was obtained for the dimensions of validity, completeness, and clarity, but weak agreement exists for consistency, conciseness, and design intent.
Experiment 1
Undergraduate students (beginning CAD users) at a Spanish university were introduced to prototype assembly rubrics, having been exposed to parts rubrics earlier in the semester. Detailed explanations of the assembly rubric dimensions were discussed and provided to the students prior to their examinations. This introductory material included thorough descriptions of the definition and significance of the six quality dimensions, with further clarifications of the detailed criteria used to measure the degree of accomplishment of such dimensions. As stated earlier, these quality dimensions were aligned with preceding research on parts rubrics, accomplished by our research team [13] .
Completion of Annota rubrics was required and considered correct if they matched the primary instructor (Instructor 1) evaluation (ideal). The primary instructor (Instructor 1) was the professor of record for the course and Instructor 2 was a faculty member at another institution, whose sole responsibility was to assess the student work. The evaluators came from institutions with different teaching styles and curricula.
Fifty-two students were enrolled in the class, but only fifty students sat for the exam, with only forty-six students submitting self-assessment rubrics. Students were required to assemble a fitness equipment pulley, using four custom parts (previously modeled) and various standard parts. The students were specifically warned on assembly sequence and also on the use of subassemblies. Standard parts included four hexagon socket head cap screws (ISO 4762 M3x8-8), fourteen radial ball bearings (ISO 15 RBB, size 2025), two support rims (DIN 988, size 25x35 mm), and one lock washer (DIN 6799, with 19mm groove diameter). Non-standard parts are an LBracket, Bolt, Base, and Wheel (see Figure 14) . The objects modeled for this experiment and the specific curricular concepts addressed were selected by the instructor of record based on course requirements and the professional judgment of the instructor. Figure 15 , with the final assembly solution provided in Figure 16 . The students were provided the solution after exam submittal in order to judge their performance against an ideal.
The students were informed that Dimension 1 (validity) would be a "hard" Go/No-Go criterion, meaning that failure to submit a valid file would result in a non-passing grade for the exam. However, a "soft" Go/No-Go criterion was enforced (with up to half-credit being awarded to avoid unnecessarily punitive scoring). For the dimension of Validity, instructors were more pessimistic than students, but both instructors provided similar assessments. For the dimension of Completeness, the instructors were more optimistic than the students, with both instructors comparably. Similar assessments were provided by students and instructors for the dimensions of Consistency (within 3%), Conciseness (within 5%), and Clarity (within 4%). Both instructors were strongly more pessimistic than the students for the dimension of Design Intent, which is to be expected as it is a difficult concept for beginning learners to grasp.
The first hypothesis was that assembly rubrics produce an objective accumulative assessment of students. In order to validate this hypothesis, the assessment performed by Instructor 1 was compared against the assessment made by Instructor 2 (instructor inter-rater reliability and Pearson Correlation).
Since future improvements seem to be necessary to acquire full validity of the rubric for formative purposes, a detailed qualitative analysis was conducted to determine at what extent the designed assembly rubric is currently valid for formative purposes.
While the developed rubrics were primarily created to assess CAD model quality, the rubrics themselves can be assessed for ease of understanding and use (which is an underlying research hypothesis). If a rubric is clearly understood, each rater (instructor and student) should produce similar assessments. If there is substantial variation between raters, the reliability of scientific studies could come into question [23] . The advantage is that if inter-rater reliability is high, raters can be used interchangeably [23] , thus reinforcing the belief that the rubrics are easily understood and applied. The requirement for rater interchangeability is paramount so that wide-spread rubric adoption can be achieved. Table 4 illustrates the inter-rater reliability scores for Experiment 1 (for the student and both instructors). At first glance, it can be seen that there is greater agreement between the instructors than between instructor and students. Dimension 1 provides the most agreement and diminishes through Dimensions 2-6. Dimension 6 (design intent) provides the least agreement (between both instructors and students) and is perhaps due to its more difficult comprehension. Table 4 : Interrater reliability scores in Experiment 1. Table 5 displays the Pearson Correlation values for Experiment 1 (for the student and both instructors). Initially, it is revealed that very strong correlation exists between the instructors, but less so between each instructor and the students. Specifically, there exists extremely high correlation between instructors for Dimensions 1 through 5, and high correlation for Dimension 6. The slight decrease in correlation could be again, related to the more difficult concept of Design Intent. In examining the correlation between the instructors and students, there is moderate correlation for Dimensions 1 and 2 for Instructor 1, and between Dimensions 1, 2, 3, and 6 for Instructor 2. There is weak correlation between instructors and students for Dimension 5 (for both instructors) and Dimension 6 for Instructor 1. The weakest correlation is for Dimension 5. Results from this experimental study illustrate similar behavior in the evaluations of both instructors. Thus, it can be concluded that the designed assembly rubric is homogeneous for accumulative evaluation of CAD assembly. Results also illustrate partially similar behavior between instructor and student evaluations. Thus, it can be concluded that the designed assembly rubric has limited validity for formative self-evaluation of CAD assembly, as agreement between instructors and students was obtained for the dimensions of Validity, Completeness, and Clarity, but weak agreement exists for Consistency, Conciseness, and Design Intent.
To shed further light on any relevant information that may have been overlooked, the research team searched for differences in the understanding of quality criteria by comparing significant differences between inter-rater evaluations. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed at the 95% confidence level to determine whether normality existed. The Wilcoxon (non-parametric test) for related samples was then applied. The Wilcoxon Test (also known as the Mann-Whitney Test) is a test based on rank sums and is a nonparametric alternative to the two-sample t test [30] . This test examines differences in the mean or median of paired observations, with the null hypothesis being that the mean paired differences is 0. If the p-value is small, the idea that difference is due to chance can be rejected and it is safe to conclude that the populations have different medians. If the p-value is large, the overall medians do not differ. P-values less than 0.05 show significant differences in the medians, while p-values greater than 0.05 reflect that the medians are more similar.
Results illustrated similar behavior in the evaluations of both instructors (see Table 6 ), other than Dimension 6, where the medians were significantly different. For clarity, values less than 0.05 (greater differences in medians) are shaded, while values greater than 0.05 (more similar medians) remain unshaded. Thus, it can be concluded that the designed assembly rubric is homogeneous for accumulative evaluation of CAD assemblies. 
Experiment 2
Following a similar procedure as the first experiment, Experiment 2 required assembling a mechanism. Fifty-one students sat for the exam and submitted self-assessment e-rubrics using the Annota platform. The students were once again assessed on assembly sequence and the use of sub-assemblies. This time, the students were alerted that Dimension 1 (Validity) would be assessed as a "soft" Go/No-Go criterion. As an example, a validity score of 0.5 would result in the other criteria receiving half value.
Students were required to assemble a mechanical filter, using four custom parts (previously modeled) and assorted standard parts. The students were again specifically warned on assembly sequence and also on the use of sub-assemblies. Standard parts included an O-ring (DIN 3771, 16 mm ID, 1.8 mm thick), a hex head cap screw (DIN EN 24014, M4 thread, 25 mm long), six round head Allen drive bolts (DIN 7984, M4 thread, 20 mm long, M4 thread, 17.9 mm long), and six M4 hex nuts (ISO 4035 thin). Non-standard parts were provided, except for a purge valve, which the students were required to model. The preferred assembly strategy was to group the parts based on their function, then group the sub-assemblies. The global group was assembled next, using affordances (assessed in Criterion 6.3) to mate the parts. Non-standard parts included a Cover, Vessel, Case, Spring, Valve Plug, Nozzle, Spinner, Deflector, and Fixation Disk. The assembly is shown in Figure 17 . The main hypothesis to validate in this experiment was that using explicit "soft" Go/No-Go criteria does not affect the correlations, neither between instructor evaluations nor between instructors and students' evaluations. The research team searched for differences in the understanding of quality criteria by comparing significant differences between inter-rater evaluations. Table 7 illustrate the assessment for this task (of each criteria), performed by each student and instructor. As previously shown for the results in Experiment 1, also shown are the instructor average, the difference in scores between instructors, and the difference in scores between the instructor average and students. Table 7 : Experiment 2: Differences in scores between instructors and between the instructor average and students (Max score = 5).
For the dimension of validity, both instructors provided exact average scores and the students also gave similar assessments (within 2%). Similar assessments were given for the instructors and students for the dimensions of completeness (within 4%), consistency (within 7%), and conciseness (within 5%). For the dimension of clarity, instructors were more optimistic than the students, and the instructor assessments were close. For the dimension of design intent, the instructors were more pessimistic than the students. Table 8 illustrates the inter-rater reliability scores for the final exam (for the student and both instructors). It is shown that once again, there is greater agreement between the instructors than between instructor and students. There exists moderate to strong agreement for Dimension 1, between both instructors and between instructors and students. There is strong agreement between instructors for Dimensions 1, 2, 4, and 5 and little agreement between instructors and students for any dimension other than validity. It appears that there is no measurable increase in agreement for all dimensions other than validity, for instructors and students, between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Reasons for the lack of increase could be that there was only three weeks between exams, giving little time for the students to grasp missed concepts in order to improve their performance. 
DISCUSSION
Individual results from our two experimental studies were compared side by side to determine overall correlations. Table 11 shows whether each dimension increased, decreased, or remained unchanged in respect to rubric understanding, between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 for interrater reliability. As can be seen, Dimensions 1, 5, and 6 displayed increased rater agreement, but a decrease in understanding is shown for Dimensions 2, 3, and 4. Ideally, it would be useful to determine if the correlation for each dimension improved or decreased in a significant manner, but since the r-value is synthetically bound between 0 and 1, it is exceedingly difficult to construct meaningful conclusions about this matter. A linear relationship cannot be assumed between the correlation values, but even if the change in correlation values were significant, would it be consequential? Even with perfectly defined rubric dimensions, it is impossible to remove all subjectivity, which clouds any definitive judgment. In such cases, only the professional expertise of the investigator would guide those determinations. Regardless of this lack of statistical certainty, a pronounced general pattern emerges that reflects a positive directional improvement for a majority of rubric dimensions (between instructor and student, and between instructors).
In order to calibrate the assembly rubric more fully (and to gain desired statistical significance), additional steps should be taken in the future. One such improvement could be conducting an experiment where students are provided with identical assembly models (with separate trials examining models constructed at varying quality levels) and have students assess these models. The models could then be compared against an ideal solution provided by an instructor (or group of instructors). This experiment would provide ample degrees of freedom (by furnishing multiple observations of the same event) in which to perform various statistical tests (ex. Paired t-test) and would theoretically remove any assessment bias that students may exhibit toward their own models.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Appraisal of student performance is a critical component necessary for engaged student learning. The use of rubrics to perform CAD assessment not only serves as a method for instructors to objectively judge student work, but also can provide important learner self-assessment in order for the students to develop ownership of their own training. This study examined the use of assembly rubrics, described how they evolved from parts rubrics developed by the same research team, and studied how they affect student self-evaluation of their CAD assembly skills. © 2019 CAD Solutions, LLC, http://www.cad-journal.net
The results of these experiments with assembly rubrics reveal that there is greater agreement and correlation between the instructors than between the instructors and students, for all rubric dimensions. There is strong to moderate correlation between the instructors for the dimensions of validity, completeness, conciseness, and clarity, but little correlation exists for the dimensions of consistency and design intent.
Probable reasons for the lack of correlation for these two dimensions could be attributed to the fact that they involve more complex modeling concepts, consisting of intimate knowledge of: (1) position of the model in reference to various reference systems, (2) understanding of proper and improper movement of components within the assembly, and (3) purpose of the mechanism, how it functions, and which components are needed as anchors within the overall model.
Of all of the rubric dimensions, the meaning of design intent has proven to be the most difficult to not only define, but to convey to the students. There are many reasons for this to be so, but primarily, design intent recurrently requires precise prior knowledge of how the mechanism will and should perform, an awareness that may be beyond the comprehension level of inexperienced users. This inexperience is not only grounded in a lack of understanding of how to properly use the software, but oftentimes relates to a student's lack of real-world cognizance.
In general, the modest differences between instructors suggest that the proposed strategy is sufficiently sophisticated to furnish an unbiased accumulative assessment of student performance. Accordingly, it can be confidently stated that raters can be used interchangeably without sacrificing accuracy. However, further refinement is necessary to formally determine the validity to provide formative self-evaluation of CAD assembly skills for new learners. Oftentimes, students are tempted to take shortcuts in engineering graphics, as when they skip the sketching step of the design process in order to advance directly to CAD. For those students, it can be anticipated that the use of rubrics will be perceived to be a tedious, unnecessary step, preventing them from quickly moving toward task completion.
The research team surmises that improving the instructional materials (primarily in the dimensions of consistency and design intent) and increasing rubric exposure are perhaps, the first steps to obtain valid formative self-evaluation of CAD assembly skills for beginning users.
More easily understood introductory material for students could possibly increase comprehension of various misunderstood rubric dimensions, but these concepts may be beyond beginner level. Perhaps it would be preferable to refine the assembly rubric for more advanced students (from a formative perspective), or to develop an advanced version of the rubric (from an evaluative standpoint) to be more easily used and adopted by experienced raters. Finally, it appears that the required improvements do not primarily depend on small improvements (such as introducing soft Go/No-Go criterion), or on a moderate increase in the exposure to rubrics.
Finally, assembly rubrics (especially if offered in electronic formats) offer the possibility of them being integrated into CAD software tools, facilitating the automation of the assessment process. These tools could be used to not only guide the CAD operator in the design process, but could also assess the model undergoing creation. An increase in dichotomous criteria would make automation significantly easier, thus some deficiencies (such as validity, consistency or completeness) could be identified and remedied by the modeling software. Automating the rubric process will curtail manual input, increasing the likelihood of student use, especially for those who have expressed hesitation in the past (in using paper-based rubrics). This automation would benefit not only educational settings, but also industry, where files are created and shared by multiple design team members, oftentimes in different geographic locations, and the difference between using a highquality model versus a medium/low quality model results in a significant reduction of time-tomarket and money. 
